
 

  
 

 
 

  
 
History: Renaissance-Present (3 Credit Hours) 
Survey of art history and aesthetics covering art from the Renaissance through the twentieth 
century. Pre-requisite: ENG 085 
 
ART-112-AH1 
Tuesday 09:00AM - 11:54AM, George Potter Center, Room FEDB 
ART-112-AH2 
Thursday 09:00AM - 11:54AM, George Potter Center, Room FEDB 
 
Objective: 
This is an introductory course to familiarize students with the basic techniques in art and a 
historical knowledge of works primarily in the Western art tradition. Upon completion of this 
course you will have learned the following: 
 
The principles and elements of design in a work of art and other vocabulary used in viewing and 
talking about art.  You will be able to use this vocabulary to formally critic a work of art. 
 
Knowledge of general art history, fabrication methods and artists in art history. You will know 
the who, what, where and when of the main works of art that have effected and shaped our 
world.  
 
Understand the gallery/museum experience and have the ability to analyze a work of art and 
using proper vocabulary and terminology to articulately discuss, examine and evaluate a work of 
art. 
 
The media and techniques used by artists.  Hands on labs will be used to familiarize you with the 
studio experience reinforcing the lecture component on art making.   
 

Course Requirements & Expectations: 
Attendance is required for the whole class period. Consistent late arrival or early departures will 
adversely affect your grade. Class will begin at the scheduled time. If the day begins with an exam or 
quiz the questions you have missed will be counted as wrong. This class meets once a week because 
of this if you are absent two consecutive weeks without contacting me or three weeks of over the 
entire semester you will be withdrawn from the class.  
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Mr. J.D. Garn has worked in the arts as a Gallery Director, 
Art Administrator and taught as an instructor at Prince 
George’s Community College, J. Sergeant Reynolds 
Community College, Virginia Commonwealth University and 
Spring Arbor University. Mr. Garn has exhibited his 
sculptures in galleries through out Virginia, Maryland, 
California, New York and Austria. He holds an MFA from 
Virginia Commonwealth University and a BFA from Alfred 
University with a minor in Art History. 

 



All assignments are due at the beginning of class on the due date unless otherwise noted. 
Incomplete or late assignments will be reduced 10% points of your assignment grade per class 
day it is late. Absences on due date will not excuse assignment deadlines and will be counted 
late if they are not received.  
 
If you miss any class information it is your responsibility to make up the work and/or get the 
lecture notes and resources from that day from a fellow student.  A student will be allowed a 
maximum of two absences.  The third absence will result in a zero for that days quiz. Upon 
the third absence you should withdraw from the class.    

I will begin most classes with an opening quiz. The total of all quizzes will be approximately 10% of 
your final grade. You will have only a few minutes for each question so please be ready a writing 
implement before class starts.  
 
Final Images 
The final exam will include less than 50 images that you will have to be able to identify Artist and 
Title. Not all of the images will be on the exam but a random number will be. 
 
Assignments and Grading: 
Participation 5% 
As part of the class you are expected to attend one art presentations and/or gallery openings. 
Participate in discussion by providing meaningful comments and questions. This will account for 
5% of your final grade. 
 
Homework/labs 15% 
There will be occasional lab/homework assignments that consist of the hands-on aspect of art 
making.  These will be graded on the following criteria: on time completion of assignment and 
understanding of assignment requirements, and creativity. 
 
Essay/Presentation 20% 
The essay will be a response to one art piece and additional research on the time period. The essay 
and research will be used for a multimedia presentation that will be given to the class.  
 
Quizzes 10% 
Most classes will start with a quiz that will cover the previous class. This will act as a review and 
attendance. Quizzes cannot be made up but if you are in class for three quarters of the instructional 
time you will receive points for attendance. One quiz will not be counted against your overall quiz 
grade. 
 
Tests 20% 
Test will be over the material covered over the quarter. This will include the elements and principles 
of design, art history and any assigned homework.  
 
Midterm 15% 
Your midterm will consist of any material given during the class lectures, out of class readings up to 
that point in the semester.  The exam will be given during your scheduled class time only. 
 
Final Exam 15% 
Your final will consist of any material given during the class lectures, out of class readings.  The final 
exam will be given during your scheduled exam time only.  
 
Grading Scale 
4.0 = 100-94    3.0 = 88-84     2.0 = 77-72    1.0 = 65-60    0.0 = 54-0 
3.5 = 93-89      2.5 = 83-78     1.5 = 71-66    0.5 = 59-55 



 
Plagiarism 
The use of ideas, compositions and writing without properly sighting your source is not acceptable.  
The individual turning in the assignment should complete all work.  If you need assistance the 
instructor may assist you in your project.  Any outside help that is passed as your work, copying or a 
lack of citation with any assignment will be considered plagiarism. Any work considered plagiarized 
will receive zero points and you will be dropped from the class. 
 
Required Text: 
GARDNER'S ART THROUGH THE AGES: A CONCISE GLOBAL HISTORY, 4th Edition, 
Kleiner, Fred S.,Cengage Learning, Bostan, MA 2017 

Textbook Zero (TBZ) 
Starting this fall 2017, all courses at Jackson College will offer digital text options. Students can still 
purchase hardcopy, print texts if available and preferred, but digital course materials, including e-
textbooks, will also be available. 
http://www.bkstr.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/CourseMaterialsResultsView?catalogId=10001&categoryId=9604&langId=-
1&courseId_1=59851726&storeId=10339&demoKey=d&orderItemStoreId=10339&purpose=browse&salesTrack=BL 

The Annotated Mona Lisa: a Crash Course in Art History from Prehistoric to Post-Modern 
Strickland, Carol. Kansas City: Andrews and McMeel, 1992. Print. 

Design Basics, Lauer, David A., Pentak, Stephen, Wadsworth, Belmont, CA 2005 

A Little History of the World, Gombrich, E. H., Yale University Press, New Haven, 2005 
 
Accommodations 
Please notify me within one week of  the start of  classes if  you need accommodations or would like 
me to be aware of  a documented disability. If  you are not familiar with how to acquire this letter, I 
can refer you to the appropriate office or you can contact the Center for Student Success at 
517.796.841.  
 

Note 
The course syllabus and schedule may change at any time during the semester. Students will be 
notified if  changes are necessary and how they will alter areas such as assignments, due dates, or 
evaluation criteria. 
 
Honors Program Learning Outcomes – As an Honors course, the following Honors Program-level 
outcomes will be addressed in addition to the standard JC course outcomes. 
1. Work effectively in groups, demonstrate an ability to consult with others, reach consensus, and 
collaborate to create solutions to a given problem. 
2. Utilize critical thinking to problem solving. This includes the ability to support claims with 
relevant and credible evidence, recognize and respond to bias, and apply accurate and logical analysis 
to achieve desired outcomes. 
3. Demonstrate effective written and oral communication to a wide range of audiences. 
4. Apply knowledge gained from academic research. Use digital literacy in the creation of new ideas, 
processes, and/or approaches to relevant issues. 
5. Synthesize information from across multiple disciplines to create a more fully contextualized 
response to a problem or issue. 
6. Demonstrate knowledge and sensitivity to a diversity of opinions resulting from an awareness of 
ethnic, cultural, and national differences, and synthesis of these viewpoints can be used to create 
effective answers to global questions. 
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Tuesday 
Class Schedule 

   

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5-Sep	
Intro	 Why	Study	Art	History	 Element	of	Design	Line,	Shape,	

Space	

12-Sep	 What	is	Art	
Element	of	Design	
Color,	Texture	

Principle	of	Design	Balance,	Unity	
and	variety	

19-Sep	 No	Class	 	  

26-Sep	
Principle	of	
Design	Emphasis,		

Rhythm,		Scale	and	
Proportion	

Story	of	art	in	20	images		Prehistory	
-1500CE	

3-Oct	 Test	1	 Ch	8	Early	Renaissance	 	

10-Oct	
Ch	9	High	
Renaissance	 	  

17-Oct	 Ch	10	Baroque	 	  
24-Oct	 Midterm	 Ch	11	Rococo	 	

31-Oct	

Ch	12	
Romanticism,	
Realism	 Photography	 	

7-Nov	
Ch	13	
Impressionism	 Ch	19	Japan	 	

14-Nov	 Test	2	
Ch	13	Cont.		Post-
Impressionism,		 Symbolism	

21-Nov	
Ch	14	
Modernism	 1900-1945	 Ch	21	Africa	

28-Nov	
Ch	14	Cont.	
Modernism	 	  

5-Dec	
Ch	15	
Modernism			 Post-modernism	 1945-1980	

12-Dec	

Ch	16	
Contemporary	
Art		 Ch	18	China	and	Korea	

Final	Review	

19-Dec	 Final	Exam	 	  
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Thursday 
Class Schedule  

   

   
 

7-Sep	
Intro	 Why	Study	Art	History	 Element	of	Design	Line,	Shape,	

Space	

14-Sep	 What	is	Art	
Element	of	Design	
Color,	Texture	

Principle	of	Design	Balance,	Unity	
and	variety	

21-Sep	
Principle	of	
Design	Emphasis,		

Rhythm,		Scale	and	
Proportion	

Story	of	art	in	20	images		Prehistory	
-1500CE 

28-Sep	 Test	1	 Ch	8	Early	Renaissance	 	

5-Oct	
Ch	9	High	
Renaissance	 	 	

12-Oct	 Ch	10	Baroque	 	  

19-Oct	 Midterm	 Ch	11	Rococo	  

26-Oct	

Ch	12	
Romanticism,	
Realism	 Photography	 	

2-Nov	
Ch	13	
Impressionism	 Ch	19	Japan	 	

9-Nov	 Test	2	
Ch	13	Cont.		Post-
Impressionism,		 Symbolism	

16-Nov	
Ch	14	
Modernism	 1900-1945	 Ch	21	Africa	

23-Nov	 No	Class	 	 	

30-Nov	
Ch	14	Cont.	
Modernism	 	 	

7-Dec	
Ch	15	
Modernism			 Post-modernism	 1945-1980 

14-Dec	

Ch	16	
Contemporary	
Art		 Ch	18	China	and	Korea	

Final	Review	

21-Dec	 Final	Exam	 	 	
	 	 	  


